


If you are looking for a different gastronomic experience in 
Barcelona, it’s time to discover our restaurant My Way. Let 
yourself be carried away by an elegant decoration inspired by 
Art Deco, with paintings by Tamara de Lempicka, and the best 
musical atmosphere. And from 23:00h enjoy our Cocktail Bar, 
with our signature cocktails, the best musical selection and our 
cosmopolitan atmosphere.

We are 
Mediterranean



At My Way you will find Mediterranean inspiration dishes with 
international touches made with quality ingredients prepared 
with the highest attention to detail. Let yourself be seduced by 
the authentic flavours and textures of our salt-cured foie gras 
shavings with mango and fruits of the forest, our thai red curry 
with chicken and Asian vegetables, our individual paellas, our 
fresh fish such as red tuna fillet and our national meats such 
as entrecôte of veal from the Pyrenees.

Our cuisine







From 11:00 pm our restaurant converts himself into a Cocktail 
Bar, where you can enjoy signature cocktails, the great Hollywood 
stars favorites cocktails and the most exclusive spirits. All this is 
accompanied by a careful selection of music to celebrate a 
fabulous night in the heart of the Plaza Real.

Our cocktails







The restaurant is located in the heart of the Gothic Quarter 
of Barcelona, right next to the Plaza Real. It is composed of 3 
rooms with privatisation options for group dinners and events.

Step into an elegant Art Deco inspired atmosphere that will 
bring you back to the New York 50’s.

Our space



Warmly lit and inspired by the New York of the 50’s. From the 
wooden walls and lamps with Art Deco motifs to our large marble 
bar, its atmosphere will seduce you so you can enjoy our most 
popular specialties and relax with our music.

Capacity (seated): 30 people

Data sheet

Option of privatization: on request

Equipment: television, lights, mixing table and microphones

Capacity (cocktail format): on request

Own bar: yes

Option of renting for filming

Main Room



This space, located on the upper floor, is attached to the VIP 
room. It is the ideal room for group and corporate dinners. You 
will enjoy a more relaxed and delightful atmosphere while you 
admire Tamara de Lempicka paintings, a painter icon of the Art 
Deco movement.

Upper Room
Data sheet

Own bar: no

Option of privatization: on request

Capacity (seated): 40 people

Capacity (cocktail format): on request

Option of renting for filming

Equipment: on request

Option of joining to a VIP Room for a larger capacity: 
60 seated persons or ±100 persons in cocktail format.



Also located on the upper floor, it is annexed to the Upper Room. 
It is the ideal room for events that require greater intimacy. A 
space where the celebrations acquire a distinctive atmosphere.

VIP Room
Data sheet

Own bar: no

Option of privatization: on request

Capacity (seated): 20 people

Capacity (cocktail format): on request

Option of renting for filming

Equipment: on request

Option of joining to a Upper Room for a larger capacity: 
60 seated persons or ±100 persons in cocktail format.



This space, located in the basement, integrates perfectly with 
the elegant Art Deco style décor of the restaurant, yet stands out 
for its characteristic rustic charm. The room offers the possibility 
of being privatised for exclusive events, providing an intimate 
and cosy atmosphere. Equipped with state-of-the-art sound and 
image technology, it guarantees a complete and sophisticated 
experience for any occasion.

Capacity (seated): 28 people

Data sheet

Option of privatization: yes

Equipment: television, lights, mixing table and microphones

Capacity (cocktail format): 50 people

Own bar: yes

Option of renting for filming

Basement



Opening hours: to consult on the website

Carrer de les Heures, 4-10, 08002 Barcelona

933 435 809 - 666 534 459

www.restaurantemyway.com

www.grupodegusplus.com

reservas@grupodegusplus.com

Information



“You only live once, and the way
I live, once is enough”

Frank Sinatra


